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Message for the Apparition of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Figueira,
Minas Gerais, Brazil, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús

To the soldiers of prayer: The Planetary Light-Network - Part II
Carrying on your chest the star of peace, today, may your origin be confirmed and thus the mystery
of your origin may be revealed.
Discovering the occult meaning and the reason for your coming to the Earth, may your hearts
pacify themselves in Christ so that the Divine Purpose may be fulfilled within you.
Children, now that you carry on your chest the sacred symbol of the Heart of the Redeemer, may
your arms remain open to receive and welcome any need, and in this unconditional openness and in
this immediate response, may you recognize the action of the Divine Providence.
This is the time when the new Light-Network, with all the knowledge received, will open the doors
of its inner world to welcome the serious planetary situation and will live it as a part of itself in
order to be able to relieve it, just as the Hierarchy relieves the planet, time and again.
To be part of the new Light-Network is not to be impelled by emotions, nor by one's own goals. It
is to say "yes" to the Hierarchy under any circumstance or situation, to be able to go beyond
appearances in order to penetrate the sense of the Purpose with the consciousness.
For this reason, My children, to carry on your chest the symbol of your redemption is to open the
doors of the heart in order to learn to welcome the Divine Grace and live in the Mercy of God,
despite the precarious situation of humanity.
However, a Light-Network missionary has it clear and present in their consciousness that it is not
their human persona that will act or serve, but it will rather give room for the soul and what is
beyond it and comes from God, that which will conduct the personal purpose of each being.
To carry, impressed on the chest, the symbol of the new Light-Network, is to send a message to the
Universe of true and profound adhesion to the Plan; it is to understand, accept and welcome the
needs of the purpose and it is to sincerely strive for these needs to be fulfilled. Because a LightNetwork missionary is already aware that each request of the Divinity does not address a situation
or a person. They know that each request must be complied with and be fulfilled so that near
upcoming events do not affect humanity, nor the Kingdoms of Nature.
Now the Light-Network missionary recognizes the primary importance of remaining attuned with
the Hierarchy so that their path, life, and consciousness may be conducted along a safe path of
protection.
Whoever carries the impressed sacred symbol of the Confraternity will know that they will be part
of an infinite Brotherhood, of a broad Mission, and will comply, as a duty, with the part that is
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required of them with joy and in the certainty that, above all, the Plan of Love will be fulfilled in
humanity.
I thank you for responding to My call!
Who blesses you,
Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

